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e-PORTFOLIO:
A modern saga?

- Zurich 09/2012: decision to launch project

  reasons:  - increase of exams attendees
             - increase of workload for Berlin office
             (from 607 hrs in 2011 to 1162 hrs in 2014)
             - increase in costs for the office

  Several softs evaluated...
  in the meantime the UEMS bureau had chosen SQUIZ for its website creation

- Stockholm 09/2014: decision to work with SQUIZ
  <<< costs, unity with website, proximity with Berlin office
TREMENDOUS WORK TO BE DONE:

- Several divisions <> different requirements
  - Identification of requirements
  - Difficult to identify divisions webmasters
  - Organisation of payments (Paypal)
  - Large amounts of tests with Squiz
e - PORTOFOLIO

SERIAL DEADLINES

Stockholm September 14

January 15

March 15

June 15

Athens September 15

Involvement of Lise & Blagovesta

« too optimistic »

Problems with Squiz ??

Carola’s departure...

Lack of informations from divisions
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BOOST BY THE ARRIVAL OF

Lise CARRATALA
Blagovesta CHOLOVA

AT THE OFFICE in BRUSSELS
FUTURE NEEDS:

- Insertion of state passport information with photography.
- Well defined webmasters for each division.
- Accurate and Early Prospective informations from divisions (dates,...)
- Reflexions on future developments:
  - Accreditation of training centres
  - Accreditation of training
  - Online examination (first part?)....